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Abstrat
A simplied Heisenberg spin model is studied in order to examine
the idea of deoherene in losed quantum systems. For this purpose,
we present a quantiable denition to quantum oherene Ξ, and dis-
uss in some detail a general oherene theory and its elementary re-
sults. As expeted, deoherene is understood as a statistial proess
that is aused by the dynamis of the system, similar to the growth of
entropy. It appears that oherene is an important measure that helps
to understand quantum properties of a system, e.g., the deoherene
time an be derived from the oherene funtion Ξ(t), but not from
the entropy dynamis. Moreover, the onept of deoherene time is
appliable in losed and nite systems. However, in most ases, the
deay of o-diagonal elements diers from the usual exp(−t/τd) be-
haviour. For onreteness, we report the form of deoherene time τd
in a nite Heisenberg model with respet to the number of partiles
N , density nρ, spatial dimension D and ǫ in a η/r
ǫ
-type of potential.
1 Introdution
Deoherene is widely aepted as an explanation of how quantum orre-
lations are damped out to make physial systems eetively lassial, and
thus it provides a satisfatory answer to the dilemma of Shrödinger's poor
at [1℄. Open quantum systems with an innite environment have been
studied in great detail in various environment-indued deoherene shemes
∗
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[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄ using master equations of redued density matries. How-
ever, the osmologial aspet of physial reality motivates studies in losed
quantum systems sine, stritly speaking, the universe has no environment
[3, 4, 8, 9℄ and yet deoherene is observed in our universe [10, 11℄. The most
interesting questions are: How oherene in the universe should be modelled
and understood? How reasonable it is to talk about deoherene in losed
systems? There are three main lines in studying losed quantum systems:
deoherent histories approah [12, 13, 14, 15, 16℄, self-indued deoherene
sheme [17, 18, 19, 20, 21℄ and density matrix formalism. Density matrix
formalism has also been used to study open and nite quantum systems
[8, 9, 22, 23℄.
Deoherent (or onsistent) histories approah uses the frame of the many
histories interpretation of quantum mehanis. The soure of deoherene is
projetions along histories that produe eetive oarse-graining, and thus
deoherene. Intuitively, histories are analogous to paths in path integral for-
malism, and meaningful histories should obey onsisteny onditions. The
ritiism against deoherent histories approah mainly onsists of the fol-
lowing arguments: (1) The notion of deoherene in deoherent histories
approah is not equivalent to deoherene in density matrix formalism [13℄.
(2) Philosophially, deoherent histories approah seem to violate one of the
main priniples of quantum physis, i.e., in priniple, the wave funtion is
the omplete desription of the state of the system. Histories seem to be the
omplete desription and the wave funtion inomplete [24℄. (3) In deoher-
ent histories approah, deoherene eets are dependent on the hosen set
of histories [25, 26℄. The hoie of the set of histories is arbitrary and results
in ontrary propositions [27℄, i.e., physial phenomena that are predited (or
retrodited) using the onsistent histories approah depend on the hosen set
of histories. In Ref. [28℄ a peuliar feature of deoherent histories is shown:
in a universe in whih deoherent histories approah is valid, the objetive
properties are not objetive at all, but dependent on hosen set (or family)
of histories. This is a version of the preferred basis problem [8, 29℄.
In the self-indued deoherene sheme, deoherene is reated within the
undivided system. There is no need for environment as the soure of deoher-
ene, unlike in the environment-indued deoherene (in open systems). De-
oherene appears beause quantum orrelations of expetation value 〈M〉 in
ontinuous energy spetrum are proportional to
∫
dE
∫
dE ′M(E,E ′)e−i(E−E
′)t/h¯
and, aording to Riemann-Lebesque theorem [30℄, it vanishes when t→∞
if the integrand is L1 integrable, and thus results in a diagonalisation of
expetation value. There are three ruial assumptions: (1) ontinuous en-
ergy spetrum (i.e., the system is innite), (2) the oeients in the energy
eigenbasis are integrable funtions of energy (for nite systems this ondition
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naturally fails), and (3) the time sale is innite [9℄. As analysed in Ref. [9℄,
for nite systems in long (but nite) time the diagonalisation does not our.
However, the ritique against self-indued deoherene sheme presented in
Ref. [9℄ is based on open and nite system analysis that is fundamentally
dierent from losed and innite system, as demonstrated in Setion 2.1.
Still, the denition of oherene in self-indued deoherene sheme laks
generality sine it is appliable only to innite systems.
The density matrix formalism is a natural way to study quantum systems,
so it should be useful also in deoherene studies in losed systems. Moreover,
it does not have the same drawbaks as the two other main lines to study
losed systems. However, the onept of oherene is not lear at all (neither
in density matrix formalism nor in any other formalism). A well established
oherene theory using density matries should help larify the onept of
deoherene in losed systems. Coherene theory and oneptual problems
of deoherene (espeially in losed and nite systems) are interesting and
wide researh topis alone, but related to this study, the following elementary
results are important.
1. There is a basis-vetor-set-independent way to quantify oherene uniquely.
2. The possibility of reoherene does not mean that there is no deoher-
ene. Deoherene is a dynamial phenomenon that redues oherene,
and hene, reoherene is a dynamial phenomenon that inreases o-
herene. All nite quantum systems may experiene reoherene.
3. There are two dierent oherene types (similar to the dierent entropy
types): idealisti and realisti oherene.
• The idealisti oherene sheme an be applied only by those ob-
servers who do not interat with the universe, and who know the
wave funtion of the universe and its time evolution. In a losed
system, there is no idealisti deoherene, sine the wave funtion
of the universe always remains pure.
• The realisti oherene sheme is the internal view of the universe
alulated from the wave funtion of the universe. It desribes
the events as the real observers that are totally orrelated with
the universe pereive them. To aquire this realisti viewpoint,
one should make an eetive theory from the wave funtion of
the universe, e.g., to use redued density matries. This is often
referred to as oarse-graining.
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A short analysis of the results is presented in Setion 2. In this study,
the word deoherene refers to the onept of realisti deoherene.
Exeptions are mentioned.
Idealisti deoherene is often referred to with the word deoherene, sine,
in open and innite system studies both types of deoherene behave sim-
ilarly. The prinipal dierene between idealisti and realisti deoherene
an be seen only in losed systems.
The rst main purpose of our study is to dene oherene uniquely and
to analyse arefully the onsequenes of oherene dened as
Ξ(ρ) =
N
N − 1
(
λmax − 1
N
)
, (1)
where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of the density matrix ρ, and N is the
dimension of the Hilbert spae of the orresponding quantum system. The
denition satises the requirements for oherene and is useful in, e.g., alu-
lating deoherene times of quantum systems. However, it is not an extensive
measure like entropy, but intensive and probability-like. Both entropy and
oherene are important onepts in understanding dierent properties of a
quantum system.
Seond, we apply the above presented oherene funtion to study a
Heisenberg spin model in order to larify the idea of deoherene in losed
systems. We fous on the single partile oherene, and thereby alulate
the time evolution of the (single partile) oherene of the system. This
oarse-graining is similar to the one used in Gibbs oarse-grained entropy
alulations [31, 32℄. It is demonstrated that Ξ is a valid and useful measure
for oherene and oherene dynamis of the simple losed and nite system
under the study. Moreover, we determine how the deoherene time depends
on the system variables (partile number N , density nρ, potential and dimen-
sion D of the system). The behaviour of deoherene is alulated for η/rǫ
potentials in various dimensions D. The results are interesting: the usual
oherene deay prole exp(−t/τd) ours only in speial ases. Generally
the deay follows
Ξre(t) ∼ exp
(
−(t/τd)f(D,ǫ)
)
, (2)
where f(D, ǫ) = 1.97 (1− 0.93 exp (−0.65D1.35ǫ−1.68)), and
τd= η
−1n−ǫ/Dρ
(
N
200
)−0.085(D−1)/ǫ
(3)
×
(
0.29e−0.79(D−1)ǫ
1/4−0.13(ǫ−3.4)2+0.17
ǫ−1
2ǫ
((D−2)2)0.19(ǫ−1)+0.03
ǫ1/2
+0.07
)
is the deoherene time.
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This paper onsists of six main setions. First, we review a relevant part
of oherene theory in Setion 2. The spin model is introdued in Setion
3. In Setion 4 we present theoretially the dynamis of a simple initial
state, and apply the oherene funtion Ξ(t) as the measure of the realisti
oherene of the whole system. The struture of numerial simulations is
presented in Setion 5, and Setion 6 explains the results of the numerial
simulations along with an analytial reality-hek of basis independene of
our model. Setion 7 is for disussion.
2 Introdution to general oherene theory
In a sienti ditionary, oherene is dened as orrelation between the
phases of two or more waves, so that interferene eets may be produed
between them, or a orrelation between the phases of part of a single wave
and property of moving in unison [33℄. The amount of oherene of waves
depends on how orrelated they are; how lose the wave lengths, phases and
amplitudes are to eah other. Thus, oherene an generally be dened as
orrelation of wave-like entities and it enables interferene. Quantum phys-
ial objets are generally desribed using wave funtions or state vetors,
whih are wave-like entities. Thus, quantum oherene ould be under-
stood as a measure of the strength of quantum orrelations. Within the
framework of lassial orrelations, quantum orrelation phenomena annot
be explained. Evidently, entanglement and superposition states in general
an produe observable non-lassial orrelations [34℄. In the density matrix
formalism, the ngerprints of quantum orrelations are the o-diagonal ele-
ments of the density matrix. From now on, in our artile the word oherene
mostly refers to quantum oherene.
Let ρ be a density matrix of a losed system in the basis set A = {|αi〉}, i =
1 . . . N . The basis vetors span a N-dimensional Hilbert spae H . The equiv-
alent desription about the (losed) system an be given with an arbitrary
basis set B = {|βi〉} if the basis set spans the same Hilbert spae H . The
quantum dynamis of the system does not depend on the hosen basis ve-
tors.
Let us now onsider quantum orrelations (oherene) in a basis set, say
A. The word quantum oherene refers to the o-diagonal elements of the
density matrix ρ, but the height and loation of o-diagonal elements (and
diagonal elements) depend on the hosen basis set. Therefore, the pointer
basis has been invented: it is the basis set in whih the quantum dynamis
diagonalises the (redued) density matrix [3, 4, 22, 35℄. If one wants to
desribe the whole losed quantum system without using triks to make it
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eetively open, one annot use the pointer basis sine the unitary dynamis
does not diagonalise the (irredued) density matrix in any basis.
However, the question How muh oherene is there in a given density
matrix of a partiular losed system? is a relevant one, and the answer
should not depend on the hosen basis set. In a losed system, the quantity
alled oherene of the total density matrix ρ should be a onserved quantity
beause of the previous reasoning. Aording to the Noether's priniple [36℄,
the onservation law of oherene is a result of a partiular symmetry of
the system. The best andidate for that symmetry is the invariane of the
density matrix under the hange of the basis vetor set. If one wishes to
dene oherene, the denition should obey these onstraints.
The density matrix of a totally oherent system of N possible states
desribed with, say basis set A = {|αi〉}, i = 1 . . .N ,
ρA =


1
N
1
N
· · · 1
N
1
N
1
N
· · · 1
N
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
1
N
1
N
· · · 1
N

 (4)
has the desription
ρB =


1 0 · · · 0
0 0 · · · 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 · · · 0

 (5)
in the eigenvalue basis B = {|βi〉} that is always diagonal. The transfor-
mation is obtained by unitary transformation U so that ρB = UρAU
−1
. By
previous reasoning, these density matries should ontain the same amount
of oherene. And, beause quantum orrelations refer to orrelations that
annot be explained by lassial orrelations, they should be measurable 
at least in the idealisti sense. The totally lassial density matrix
ρC =


1
N
0 · · · 0
0
.
.
. · · · ...
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
0 0 · · · 1
N

 (6)
is diagonal in any basis. Let us onsider following measurement sheme: we
are free to measure an observable O in any kind of basis. The probability to
observe a matter of fat |O〉 is
Prob(ρ, O) = Tr(ρO) = Tr(ρ|O〉〈O|). (7)
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While measuring ρA, the probability Prob(ρA, O) is maximised when |O〉 =
1√
N
(1 · · ·1)TA, and thus Prob(ρA, O) = 1N
∑N
i,j ρi,j = 1. For the totally las-
sial density matrix ρC , the probability for the same measurement out-
ome is Prob(ρC , O) =
1
N
∑N
i,j ρi,j =
1
N
. Thus, maximum quantum orre-
lations (oherene) are ausing a 1 − 1
N
inrease in the probability of the
measurement outome. Naturally, the same probabilities of measurement
outomes happen in the eigenvalue basis, so that the measured state is
|O′〉 = U |O〉 = (1 0 · · ·0)TB. The eigenvalue basis is useful, sine the max-
imum eigenvalue λmax is the probability for a state (of the measurement
outome) to be in its most probable state, i.e., to demonstrate maximally
the quantum nature of a partiular system.
Thus, we dene oherene Ξ of the density matrix ρ by
Ξ(ρ) =
N
N − 1
(
λmax,ρ − 1
N
)
, (8)
where N is the dimension of the density matrix ρ. Subtration of the term
1/N , whih represents the lassial probability, is a bakground orretion
that sets the minimum oherene to zero. The prefator
N
N−1 normalises the
maximum oherene to 1, sine a maximally oherent system would yield a
probability-optimised measurement outome with probability of 1. The value
of Ξ desribes how strongly the quantum oherene inuenes the behaviour
of a partiular system as whole. Sine the value of oherene Ξ depends only
on the dimension of the Hilbert spae (N) and the maximum eigenvalue λmax
of the density matrix ρ, it learly is a basis-set-independent measure.
2.1 About oherene dynamis
There are some important remarks onerning oherene dynamis of losed
quantum systems. At rst, let us onsider a lassial example of, say 109,
longase pendulum loks that do not interat with eah other. They are
similar to eah other exept that their periods are random, due to random
eetive lengths of pendulums. At the instant of time t0 the phase of all pen-
dulums is the same, i.e., the pendulums are at the lowest possible point and
swinging leftwards. Classially thinking, this initial setting is very oherent
in the phases of pendulums. After a short time, at the moment t1 the phase
oherene is totally lost. However, at the moment tP the phase oherene has
revived  pendulums are at the lowest possible point and swinging leftwards
 sine the number of pendulums is nite and they all have xed periods.
The revival time tP is known as Poinaré reurrene time, and is the longest
possible timesale in the system. In an innite time, a nite system reurs
arbitrarily lose to its initial state (or any state) arbitrarily many times. [38℄
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Let us onsider now a Gaussian wave paket that is trapped in an anhar-
moni potential U(r) = 1
2
mω2(r − r0)2 + χ(r − r0)3 that has small anhar-
moniity χ. At rst, the wave paket osillates oherently in the potential.
After an intermediate time the wave paket has lost its form and shape, i.e.,
has lost its oherene. However, after a very long time the wave paket re-
forms again to Gaussian shape if the system onsists of a nite amount of
bound states. For more details, see Ref. [39℄ and referenes therein. The be-
haviour of oherene an be studied via the time evolution of the expetation
value of position 〈x(t)〉. The strong osillations of the expetation value of
the position present in the beginning, dampen as the system evolves in time,
resulting in a utuating mean.
The third interesting example is interating bosons in a boson eld so
that the group of bosons forms the system and the boson eld forms the en-
vironment. The standard proedure to study the problem is to trae out the
boson eld from the omplete desription density matrix in order to aquire
the master equation for the density matrix of the system. The system is an
open one. See, e.g., Refs. [40℄: Ch. 14, [41℄: Ch. 6.1, [42℄: Ch. 1, [43℄: Ch.
3.3. At rst the boson eld is treated to have a nite (but large) number
of degrees of freedom, but when orrelation funtions should be alulated,
the number of degrees of freedom of the boson eld is assumed to be innite
(justied by the fat that it is very large ompared to the number of degrees
of freedom of the system), so that the sums an be onverted to alulable
integrals. These kinds of environments are aepted soures of deoherene,
resulting in a monotoni deay of oherene that has harateristi deoher-
ene time [7℄.
In all these examples the onept oherene (lassial or quantum) is
reasonably appliable, but the onept deoherene is ommonly assoi-
ated only with the third example beause that example desribes a net loss
of oherene out of the system. The fundamental dierene between the sys-
tems of the rst two examples and the last is that the system of the last
example is an open system and an innite system. The net loss of oherene
requires both openness and inniteness  openness beause an environ-
ment is needed for oherene dumping, and inniteness beause from a nite
environment all oherene will eventually ome bak to the system. Thus,
the observed net loss of oherene in some open quantum system studies is
the result of an approximation that assumes innity beause of the need of
alulating integrals instead of sums. It is an approximation that hanges the
fundamental behaviour of the system: it results in a monotoni deay of o-
herene with no revivals. Usually, in the fundamental level, approximations
neither inrease auray nor enlarge the area of appliation. Moreover, it is
not even lear that our universe is innite. The Bekenstein bound [44℄ sets
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the upper limit to information (related to the degrees of freedom) in nite
volume, and estimated (quantum) omputational apaity of our universe is
nite [45℄.
The longase pendulum lok example demonstrates the dierene be-
tween a nite losed system and an innite losed system: if one inreases
the amount of loks, Poinaré reurrene time either inreases or remains
the same. There is no inrease of reurrene time if the period of the added
lok multiplied by an integer is the period of the existing lok system. If
periods are random real numbers (it does not matter if the interval is xed),
for innite amount of loks the Poinaré reurrene time is innite, i.e., there
is no reurrene. Even if the system is losed, the deay of phase oherene is
monotoni. If one onsiders the seond example system with innite setting,
this feature is even more striking. The system is losed, so that there is no net
loss of oherene out of the system. Inniteness means there is no Poinaré
reurrenes, beause the initially very narrowly onentrated nite amount of
oherene spreads evenly to innitely small amounts of orrelations between
all the innite states  and it never nds its way bak.
While losed and nite systems dier fundamentally from open and in-
nite systems, it appears that the term deoherene is an aurate desrip-
tion for what happened in these thought experiments. The word deoher-
ene stands for a dynamial phenomenon that redues oherene. The word
deoherene does not even suggest that this redution of oherene should
be permanent. Finite systems may experiene both deoherene and reo-
herene. Reoherene is a dynamial phenomenon that inreases oherene.
In density matrix formalism, deoherene is ommonly understood as the de-
ay of o-diagonal elements of the density matrix. More preisely, in general
ase, deoherene of a partiular density matrix ρ is the deay of the funtion
Ξ(ρ).
2.2 Realisti and idealisti standpoints
Similar kind of questions about the behaviour of losed systems have been
a leading topi of debate over the entropy and universe more than hundred
years. Here we will give only a brief introdution to this topi. A more
interested reader is enouraged to study the vast literature overing the issue,
starting with [31, 32, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50℄ and referenes therein.
Entropy is an extensive measure depending on the number of possi-
ble (miro)states and orresponding probabilities. The probabilities of mi-
rostates are used as weights in Gibbs entropy SG = −∑Di=1 pi ln pi. Gibbsian
entropy is often titled as statistial entropy, as well as its quantum equiv-
alent, the von Neumann entropy SN = −Trρ ln ρ. Entropy obeys the same
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independene of the basis vetor set priniple as oherene.
The seond law of thermodynamis states that the entropy of a losed
system annot derease. However, the underlying laws of physis are re-
versible in time, and if the losed system is nite, then it should experiene
Poinaré reurrenes, whih means a derease of entropy at some moments.
Another entropy problem that has relevane to oherene studies was the
observation that the entropy of a losed system (universe) studied as whole
was a onstant of motion while inside the universe it seems that entropy is
inreasing basially everywhere.
The irreversible entropy dynamis that is assoiated with the seond law
was a result of an approximation in deriving the Boltzmannian H-theorem
[47, 48℄. However, even Boltzmann himself notied that irreversible entropy
dynamis is not a lawlike theory but merely a statistial theory [51℄ that
allows the derease of entropy. The seond entropy problem was partially
solved by introduing a method to oarse-grain the omplete system de-
sription so that the statistial behaviour of entropy remained unhanged
in losed and nite systems. In Gibbsian oarse-graining, probabilities of
innitely small phase-spae elements are averaged in a nite phase-spae
element, and then entropies of all averaged probabilities are summed to ob-
tain the entropy of a losed system [31, 32℄. However, this did not end the
philosophial disussion in whih the dissatisfation onentrated basially
in two kind of arguments: what is the `right' oarse-graining to hoose from
the many possibilities (i.e., how to divide the system into subsystems) and
while the `true' entropy of losed system is a onstant, what does it mean
that oarse-grained entropy hanges in time.
Let us now introdue two notations for entropy and oherene of a quan-
tum system desribed with the density matrix ρ: idealisti entropy Sid =
−Trρ lnρ, idealisti oherene Ξid=Ξ(ρ) and realisti entropy Sre=−∑iTrρilnρi,
realisti oherene Ξre = N
−1∑N
i Ξ(ρi), where ρi is the density matrix of a
subsystem. For any losed system, idealisti entropy and oherene are on-
stants of motion. In alulating idealisti entropy and oherene, everything
inside the losed system is treated quantum mehanially, and if the universe
is under onsideration, it still demands that measurements, measurement
apparatuses and even observers are treated quantum mehanially. Mea-
surements are expressed as interations between measurement apparatuses
and measured systems and so on. Clearly this is possible only for an idealisti
observer, say, a Clever Chinhilla. She does not interat with the universe
(losed system), and after having guessed the orret wave funtion and its
time evolution, studies the universe only as an aademi example in her brain
(or with a pen and paper) without ever interating with it.
The realisti standpoint desribes what the real observers inside the uni-
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verse observe. These observers are totally orrelated with the universe and
an only in their wildest imagination reah the Clever Chinhilla's view of
the universe  as we do in this artile, when we refer to idealisti quanti-
ties. If the Clever Chinhilla wishes to study the universe of her aademi
example in order to gure out what the universe looks like when viewed from
inside, she oarse-grains her perfet model and obtains realisti quantities.
Naturally, idealisti and realisti quantities behave dierently, but there is no
ontradition between them  if the oarse-graining is done right (note that
the Clever Chinhilla is so lever that she never makes mistakes), she ob-
tains as aurate a desription as possible of the dierent possibilities of the
universe as the Real Observer would see it. Beause quantum proesses are
truly random, the Clever Chinhilla only aquires all possible measurement
outomes weighted with their probabilities.
Both realisti and idealisti quantities desribe the same system, but from
dierent standpoints. Entropies are related via the quantity I = Sre − Sid,
whih is alled mutual information [52℄. Mutual information expresses the
amount of orrelations between the (arbitrarily hosen) subsystems. Close
relations between entropy and oherene suggest that there exists also a
quantity E = Ξid − Ξre that quanties the degree of mutual entanglement,
i.e., how entangled the subsystems are with eah other. This quantiation
sheme for entanglement is appliable for all quantum systems in density
matrix formalism.
The perfet desription of the system is impossible inside the losed sys-
tem, even in priniple. The fundamental logial dierene between idealisti
and realisti standpoints is similar to Gödel's inompleteness theorem [54℄,
whih states roughly that in a riher logial system than the rst order predi-
ate logis (the universe) that has propositions onerning its own onsisteny
(Real Observer, with the help of measurements, searhes the perfet desrip-
tion of the universe) there exist propositions ϕi of the form of ϕi annot be
proved true. To prove ϕi requires a higher order metatheory (Clever Chin-
hilla). Thus, the losed system annot be ompletely desribed within the
system, and the omplete and inomplete desriptions are dierent.
Deoherene is an observed phenomenon [10, 11℄ in the universe. Thus,
the deay of oherene should refer to the quantity Ξre  even if the whole
universe obeys unitary dynamis. There is, however, one problem without
a proper answer: how to make oarse-graining orretly  how to divide a
losed system into subsystems. In this study, we oarse-grain to the smallest
level of individual partiles. A more detailed analysis of oherene theory and
problems related to dening deoherene will be published elsewhere [55℄.
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2.3 Entropy and oherene
Both entropy and oherene are important onepts that help us to lassify
and understand properties of quantum systems. Entropy is an extensive
measure, while oherene is intensive and behaves like probability [56℄. Let us
illustrate some properties of entropy ompared with properties of oherene
by onsidering two idential unorrelated spin-
1
2
systems that both have, say,
ρ 1
2
=
(
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
2
)
. The eigenvalues are λ± = 12 ± 14 . Thus, both systems have
oherene Ξ 1
2
= 1
2
and entropy S 1
2
≃ 0.56. The system ρ1+2 = ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 has
eigenvalues λ = 9
16
∧ 3
16
∧ 3
16
∧ 1
16
, and thus the entropy is S1+2 ≃ 1.12 and
entropy per partile is Snorm ≃ 0.56, and oherene is Ξ1+2 = 512 . Moreover,
onstruting a greater system from unorrelated smaller systems auses a
dramatial drop in oherene, sine the oherene of N joint unorrelated
systems is proportional to
∏N
l λmax,l.
However, the above mentioned anomaly in oherene is not surprising at
all, if one remembers that oherene is losely related to probability, that is,
to the maximum possible probability of the system. If one has the probability
of 3/4 to measure the maximum probability state of a two-level system, the
probability of maximum probability state for two suh systems is (3/4)2.
If one onsiders unitary dynamis, both (idealisti) oherene and (ideal-
isti) entropy of losed system are onstants of motion that give onstraints
to the system. In the system of ρ1+2 the transition to the system that
has eigenvalues
9
16
∧ 7
16
would be legal from oherene-point-of-view, but
it would hange the entropy S1+2 ≃ 1.12 → 0.69, and while eigenvalues
λ ≃ 0.5 ∧ 0.32333 ∧ 0.125 ∧ 0.05167 are possible from entropy-point-of-view,
they would result in hange of oherene of the system. Coherene has signif-
iant importane if one wishes to ompare quantum properties of two systems
that, e.g., have the same entropy. Of those, the system that has the greater
oherene also has more quantum orrelations, and would be more useful to,
e.g., quantum omputation. Entropy does not tell us the whole story.
3 The model
We have deided to study the Heisenberg spin model beause it is simple
enough to solve, and yet ompliated enough to simulate the properties of
real quantum systems. Coupled spin systems are interesting from a quantum
omputational point of view, too. Our system, N interating partiles xed
in a spae, has no environment and, in that sense, the system forms a losed
quantum universe. The partiles are spin-
1
2
partiles, and the interation be-
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tween them is due to their spin-z omponent (analogous to the Ising model).
When there is no oupling with the environment (i.e., no outer environment),
the two spin states have the same energy, whih is taken to be zero. Zurek
[22℄, Omnès [23℄ and Shlosshauer [8, 9℄ have onsidered a similar, but sim-
pler model in order to study the deay of o-diagonal elements (i.e., quantum
orrelations) of a redued density matrix. They labeled one partile as the
system, and the others as the environment [59℄, but, in this ase we study
the partile system as a whole.
The interation Hamiltonian,
H = h¯
N−1∑
j=1
N∑
i=j+1
gijσ
j
z ⊗ σiz
N∏
k=1, 6=j,i
⊗1k, (9)
desribes the dynamis of the system. The interation matrix G, where
gij = gji, gives the interation strength between partiles i and j. The
interation strength arises from the potential V ; but, for formal alulations
there is no need to know more about it, beause partiles are doomed to stay
in one plae. Fixing the positions of the partiles is a justied assumption
in deoherene studies sine, in most ases, the deoherene time sale is
the shortest time sale [3℄, at least shorter than the time sale of partile
motion. In numerial simulations, only potentials of the type V = η/rǫ are
onsidered.
4 Theoretial alulations
Let us now onsider a simple ase in order to present our method. The task
is to solve the time evolution of the realisti oherene Ξre(t) of a losed and
nite system that is initially in a produt state of superposition states
|Ψ(0)〉 =
N∏
k=1
⊗ (ak|+k〉+ bk|−k〉) , (10)
where a's and b's are normalised probability amplitudes |ak|2 + |bk|2 = 1 for
all k = 1, . . . , N . The Shrödinger equation,
ih¯∂t|Ψ(t)〉 = H|Ψ(t)〉, (11)
gives the dynamis of the system, and with the given initial ondition of
equation (10) one gets the time dependene
|Ψ(t)〉 = exp

−i N−1∑
j=1
N∑
i=j+1
gijσ
j
zσ
i
zt

 N∏
k=1
⊗ (ak|+k〉+ bk|−k〉) . (12)
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The fate of the lth partile is solved by traing over other partiles, i.e.,
degrees of freedom,
ρl = Tr1,...,N 6=l ρ , (13)
where ρ = |Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)|. This is a ruial step. With Gibbsian oarse-graining
[31, 32℄ we make an eetive theory of our partile system by traing over the
uninteresting partiles (that form an eetive environment to the partiular
partile of our interest), as in the mean eld approximation. The net eet
of traed-out partiles is desribed in a simpler form and with less degrees of
freedom.
We thus have
ρl = |al|2|+l〉〈+l|+ |bl|2|−l〉〈−l|
+

alb∗l
N∏
k=1, 6=l
(
|ak|2e−i2glkt + |bk|2ei2glkt
)
|+l〉〈−l|+ h. c.

 . (14)
It is interesting that the result of Eq. (14) is the same as in Ref. [22℄, if one
drops o the index l. In Ref. [22℄ only an interationless environment has
been onsidered, but our model ounts all the interations between partiles.
Let us make our notation a bit lighter by denoting
zl = alb
∗
l
N∏
k=1, 6=l
(
|ak|2e−i2glkt + |bk|2ei2glkt
)
. (15)
This zl (or its omplex onjugate z
∗
l ) desribes the fate of the o-diagonal
elements of lth partile. The eigenvalues of the redued density matrix ρl are
λi,l =
1
2
± 1
2
√
1− 4(|al|2|bl|2 − |zl(t)|2). (16)
Now the time evolution of single partile oherenes Ξl,single = Ξ(ρl) and
the realisti oherene Ξre(t) = N
−1∑N
l=1 Ξl,single of the losed system an be
evaluated. Inserting maximum eigenvalues of Eq. (16) into the denition of
Eq. (8) results in
Ξre(t)=
1
N
N∑
l=1
M
M−1
(
λmax,l− 1
M
)
=
1
N
N∑
l=1
2
1
(
1
2
+
1
2
√
1−4(|al|2|bl|2−|zl(t)|2)−1
2
)
=
1
N
N∑
l=1
√
1− 4(|al|2|bl|2 − |zl(t)|2), (17)
where N is the number of partiles and M is the dimension of the redued
density matrix.
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5 Numerial simulations
The main aim of our numerial simulations is to demonstrate the usefulness
of the denition of oherene presented in Setion 2. The seondary aim is
to study oherene behaviour of a simple losed and nite system, inlud-
ing Poinaré reurrenes. The third aim is to alulate the dependene of
deoherene time τd of relevant system variables, i.e., τd = τd(N, nρ, η, ǫ, D),
where N is the number of partiles, nρ the partile density, η the strength
of interation of η/rǫ -potential, and D the spatial dimension of the system.
The usual oherene deay in innite systems has the form of exp(−t/τd),
whih is used to dene the deoherene time [3, 4℄. It appears that the deay
prole of the form of exp
(
−(t/τd)f(D,ǫ)
)
is more aurate than the usual one.
The starting point of simulations is a D-dimensional box whose volume
is lD. N partiles are plaed randomly in this box. These partiles are in
xed plaes, and they interat with eah other aording to the Hamiltonian
(9). The size of the box is related to the number of partiles N and the
partile density nρ by
l =
(
N
nρ
)1/D
. (18)
Without lak of generality and to ease numeris, we hoose to study an initial
state that ontains omplete superpositions, so ak = bk = 1/
√
2. Thus,
the losed and nite system has idealisti oherene Ξid = 1 and idealisti
entropy Sid = 0. The interations between partiles have the form of glk =
η/rǫlk, where rlk is the distane between l
th
and kth partile. Inserting these
onditions to Eq. (17) results in the realisti oherene
Ξre(t) =
1
N
N∑
l=1
N∏
k=1, 6=l
cos
(
2ηt
rǫlk
)
. (19)
Seond, we use a least squares t on Ξre(t) using a funtion
ξ(t) = (1− c)e−(t/td)C + c (20)
that allows utuations around the average level c of Ξre(t). The average
level c is the expetation value of Ξre(t) in the interval [t1, t2], where τd ≪ t1
and τd ≪ t2 − t1:
c = 〈Ξre〉 = 1
t2 − t1
∫ t2
t1
Ξre(t)dt. (21)
The sum of squares error χ for the funtion of Eq. (20) desribes the a-
uray of the t. On the last phase of numerial analysis, it will be used
to obtain relative weights for data points. The data of one run onsists of
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tting parameters td (represents the estimate of deoherene time), C (expo-
nent that haraterises the oherene deay of r−ǫ-dependent potential in a
ertain dimension D), c (the utuation level of oherene) and χ. Poinaré
reurrene times TP are alulated diretly from glks.
The proedure is repeated U times. For U = 100 we get a good statistial
estimate of the behaviour of the system with partiular parameter values
(Ni, ǫi, Di). The dependenies about η and nρ are inluded in the unit of
simulation time, i.e., T = ηnǫ/Dρ t. The parameter spae that is studied
thoroughly is N ∈ [20 . . . 100] ∧ D ∈ [1 . . . 4] ∧ ǫ ∈ [1 . . . 2] and also some
additional points and slies from greater N -values, most notably with N =
200: D ∈ [1 . . . 10] ∧ ǫ ∈ [1 . . . 10].
6 Results
Numerial simulations learly show that the proper oherene deay prole
in our model is ξ(t) = (1−c)e−(t/td)C +c. Figure 1 demonstrates the auray
of the t. The proposed deay prole ξ(t) ts without signiant utua-
tions or deviations to simulation data if D + 1 >
√
N/200 exp (ǫ/2). The
main fator for the observed feature is the behaviour of the distane mea-
sure of two oordinate points l =
√∑D
i (xi − x′i)2; it allows more partiles
within a xed distane from the referene partile as the amount of spatial
dimensions D inreases. Another fator is that as ǫ inreases, the range of
potential shortens and thus less partiles within a xed distane ontribute
to oherene deay. Figure 2 presents the behaviour of expetation value
of utuations and average of weights in respet to dimension D and the
potential term ǫ. The minimum utuation level behaves as ∼ 10−N/5. Flu-
tuations begin to give a strong ontribution if D+1 <
√
N/200 exp (ǫ/2), so
that utuation level with D = 1 and ǫ = 10 is ∼ 0.3 in whih ase utua-
tions of oherene are quite dominant and thus that kind of system possesses
onsiderable amount of its quantum behaviour despite the deoherene. As
stated above, it is not surprising at all, sine the short range of the poten-
tial isolates partiles pratially from all other partiles exept their nearest
neighbours. However, the ∼ √N behaviour for the low-level utuation limit
results in the interesting fat that even systems with ǫ = 1 -type of potentials
do not lay on lowest oherene utuation level if the partile number is large
enough. It seems that this result allows onsiderable oherene utuations
for marosopi objets, but the following fats should also be taken into
aount before laiming that these utuations will play signiant role: (1)
The oor of the utuation level drops as ∼ 10−N/5, so that the net eet
of oherene utuations may still get smaller even if the system parameters
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do not lay on the diminishing bottom area. (2) The physial eet on the
partiular physial objet is a sum of all interations; inluding also those
interations that are on the bottom utuation level.
The power C of the exponential deay prole seems to have the upper
limit C ≤ 2. As demonstrated in Figure 1, the usual oherene deay ours
if D = ǫ = 1. The funtional forms of deoherene time τd and exponent C
are analysed in detail in Setion 6.3. The sum of squared errors χ2 is used
as the inverse of weight wi = χ
−2
i .
6.1 About interations and deoherene in dierent ba-
sis sets
Let us study deoherene of the presented well-dened losed and nite model
in a dierent basis set. So far, the study has onsidered the problem only
in the σz-basis, but, the perfet superposition state in σz-basis is a well-
dened eigenstate in σx-basis (spin up). Aording to the physial intuition,
the results of nature should not depend on whih way they are theoretially
desribed. Thus, we should do a reality-hek and study what happens to
the density matrix in a general spin basis.
One an obtain any spin-basis via unitary transformation
U =
(
cos θ e−iφ sin θ
eiφ sin θ − cos θ
)
. (22)
The initial state of Eq. (10), with ak = bk =
1√
2
, is in the general spin-basis
|Ψ(0)〉θ,φ =
N∏
k=1
⊗
(
(cos θ + e−iφ sin θ)|+k〉θ,φ + (− cos θ + eiφ sin θ)|−k〉θ,φ
)
.
(23)
If one hooses θ = π/4 and φ = 0, one gets σx-basis whih is a produt
state of eigenstates with the probability of 1. This initial step of analysis
illustrates some problems of the deoherent histories approah: how would a
pure state with the probability of 1 experiene deoherene? One an always
nd a basis set in whih a superposition state appearing in another basis set
is an eigenstate.
One should remember that deoherene is a dynamial proess, and thus
the interation Hamiltonian is an equally important part of the problem as
the initial state. In the present ase, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (9) is in σθ,φ-
basis
H = h¯
N−1∑
j=1
N∑
i=j+1
gijσ
j
θ,φ ⊗ σiθ,φ
N∏
k=1, 6=j,i
⊗1k, (24)
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where
σθ,φ =
(
cos2 θ − sin2 θ e−iφ sin 2θ
eiφ sin 2θ sin2 θ − cos2 θ
)
. (25)
Thus, the redued density matrix in a general spin-basis is
ρ(t)l,θ,φ=

12+sin θ cos θ
(
e−iφzl(t)+eiφz∗l (t)
)
e−i2φ sin2 θzl(t)−cos2 θz∗l (t)
ei2φ sin2 θz∗l (t)−cos2 θzl(t) 12−sin θ cos θ
(
e−iφzl(t)+eiφz∗l (t)
)

 .
(26)
Reall that in our example zl(t) = z
∗
l (t) =
1
2
∏N
k=1, 6=l cos (2glkt). The o-
diagonal elements of the redued density matrix (26) are proportional to
zl(t) [or z
∗
l (t)℄ in any basis that has o-diagonal elements, and therefore at
least in the general spin-
1
2
model the ommon idea of the relation between
o-diagonal elements of the density matrix and quantum orrelations (oher-
ene) is valid, and the oherene funtion Ξ(ρl, t) = 2|zl(t)| desribes well the
time evolution of oherene. As explained in Setion 2.1, if N →∞∧t→∞,
then z(t), z∗(t)→ 0, and thus the diagonalisation of the redued density ma-
trix (in innite model) happens in all possible basis sets. In a nite model,
Poinaré reurrenes are present. The dynamial eets (deoherene and
reoherene) do not depend on the hosen basis set, unlike in the deoherent
histories approah, and thus, the preferred basis problem is not realised in
density matrix formalism.
6.2 Poinaré reurrene
The interesting thing to notie is that our quantum system (of N partiles)
is a losed and nite quantum system. Closedness results in the idealisti
oherene Ξid being a onstant of motion, and niteness in that the realisti
oherene Ξre(t) has a nite Poinaré reurrene time. There is an elementary
proedure for an upper estimate of the reurrene time of a system that
onsists of N subsystems with M = 0.5(N2 −N) xed periods Ti. From the
onstrut
Tunit
Ti
=
ni
di
, (27)
where ni and di are smallest possible natural numbers, the upper limit of
Poinaré reurrene time is obtained
TP = Tunit
M∏
i
di. (28)
The proedure of evaluating TP of a partiular simulation run is rather
easy to do numerially, but with a drawbak of limited auray. Thus, the
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presented Poinaré reurrene time analysis gives only an estimate of the
magnitude of the reurrene times. The best t for the data of the Figure 3
is given by the funtion
TP(N, nρ, η, ǫ, D) = πη
−1n−ǫ/Dρ e
3.07(N2−N). (29)
In Ref. [8℄, Poinaré reurrene time of a similar system is proportional to
TP ∼ N !. The dierene between the estimates may be a result of limited
numerial auray on applying our method. Another possibility is that there
is unintentional double-ounting. Nevertheless, our estimate gives at least
an upper estimate for reurrene time.
It seems lear that the system may return to its initial position, but the
reurrene time grows fast with respet to N . For example, for N = 100,
D = 3, ǫ = 1, nρ = 10
30 m−3 and η = 8.22 × 1043e2 HzmC−2 (eletro-
magneti interation with harge of eletron e) the estimated reurrene time
is TP ∼ 1013183 s and for ∼ N ! the reurrene time is TP ∼ 10142 s that is still
a very long time ompared with the age of the universe TU ∼ 4× 1017 s!
6.3 The dependene of oherene deay on system vari-
ables
As shown before, the deay obeys well the oherene prole ξ(t) = (1 −
c)e−(t/td)
C
+ c. The oor of utuation level behaves as c ∼ 10N/5 if D +
1 >
√
N/200 exp (ǫ/2). To derive the dependene of oherene deay on
relevant system variables has two separable steps remaining: to study power
parameter C and deoherene time parameter td.
The power parameter C does not seem to be a funtion of the partile
number N , as Figure 4 learly shows. The funtion
f(D, ǫ) = 1.97
(
1− 0.93 exp (−0.65D1.35ǫ−1.68)
)
(30)
gives the best t for the values of C of the tting funtion ξ(t). As both D
and ǫ inrease, the deviation of data points in parameter C inreases.
Quite a good approximation of the funtional behaviour of the deoher-
ene time-related parameter td of ξ(t) is given by
τd = η
−1n−ǫ/Dρ
(
N
200
)−0.085(D−1)/ǫ
(31)
×
(
0.29e−0.79(D−1)ǫ
1/4−0.13(ǫ−3.4)2+ 0.17
ǫ−1
2ǫ
((D−2)2)0.19(ǫ−1)+0.03
ǫ1/2
+0.07
)
.
We assume that the auray of the t τd is limited to the lose environ-
ment of the parameter spae where D, ǫ ≤ 10, sine the form of the t is
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very omplex and most likely it does not follow the physial behaviour of
the system aurately enough; it is only a t on the observed behaviour.
Moreover, the deviation in data points inreases as both D and ǫ inrease.
The most evident reason for this is the fat that N = 200 partiles is still a
small number in a short-range interation parameter spae (ǫ > 3) when the
number of partiles pro dimension is very small (N/D < 50). In the future,
this inonveniene should be easily overome as the available omputational
apaity inreases. The behaviour of τd with respet to the partile number
N is more reliable beause of the few data points with N = 400 and N = 800,
and beause partile number-related funtions fatorise out of the omplex
form in equation (32).
Despite the fat that for eah parameter point there are only 100 sim-
ulation runs and there are auray problems as both D and ǫ inrease,
the behaviour of f(D, ǫ) and τd(N, nρ, η, ǫ, D) is quite reliable for physially
relevant ases. Physially most interesting results are:
• The deoherene time τd behaves as ∼ N−const.(D−1)/ǫ with respet to
the partile number N . Is there a onstant level that deoherene time
approahes as the partile number inreases? To answer this question,
one seems to need simulations with N that is at least one or two orders
of magnitude greater.
Moreover, the t has (D − 1). Is this −1 a physial property of the
model or a result of numeris? We suspet the latter, but there was no
suitable t of τd without −1.
• The upper limit of the exponent f(D, ǫ) of the deay prole Ξ(t) =
exp[−(t/τd)f(D,ǫ)] is ∼ 2.
• The deoherene time τd seems to have a lower limit with respet to
D and ǫ. For N = 200, it is around ∼ 0.07 in units of simulation time
η (nρ[m])
ǫ/D t.
• The behaviour of τd in the parameter spae (D, ǫ) is dominated by two
dierent trends. One trend is a Gaussian peaking near (D = 1, ǫ = 3.4)
and the other one is a runaway solution when both D and ǫ are large.
We suspet that at least a part of that Gaussian is a physial property
of the model, but also that most of the runaway solution is aused by
too few partiles in the numeris.
• For D = 3, N = 100 and nρ = 1030 m−3, the eletro-magneti in-
teration (ǫ = 1) results in deoherene time τd = 4.3 × 10−17 s
and exponent f(D, ǫ) = 1.87. For spin-spin interation (ǫ = 3) and
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η = 3.27 × 10−26 m3Hz (for 6Li) with the same setup, the deoher-
ene time is τd = 3.3 × 10−5 s with exponent f(D, ǫ) = 0.80. For
pure spin-spin interation, the experimental observation of oherene
deay seems possible in few-partile systems, but only i partiles are
isolated enough from other (stronger) interations, most notably from
eletro-magneti interation.
While a more sophistiated study needs more omputational power, ob-
vious results of this researh are that our denition of oherene is on-
rmed by the ase-study, and that the oherene deay prole is Ξre(t) =
(1 − c) exp
[
−(t/τd)f
]
+ c in the Heisenberg model with η/rǫ -dependent in-
terations in various dimensions.
7 Disussion
In the past, there have been arguments that while deoherene in losed sys-
tems is pratially a working onept, losed systems do not, in priniple,
experiene deoherene. A famous argument against deoherene in losed
systems is from Bell [23, 60℄. Bell's argument is mainly that if the universe
starts in a pure state, it will always remain in a pure state, no matter how
quikly the o-diagonal elements of the redued density matrix derease and
how small they will beome. Bell laims that this gives, in priniple, a pos-
sibility to make suh a measurement that will show quantum interferene.
However, there is not suh a measurement devie, even in priniple, that an
perform the measurement on the universe. We demonstrated this with the
Clever Chinhilla, who is a supernatural-like observer outside the universe
(losed system). She an guess right the wave funtion of the universe, along
with the interation Hamiltonian, and then alulates the time evolution of
the universe. In quantum measurements, one often mixes the view of the
Clever Chinhilla and the Real Observer who studies readings of a measure-
ment apparatus inside the universe. The Clever Chinhilla is not orrelated
with the universe, while our Real Observer is totally orrelated with it, and
thus their views about a partiular quantum event may dier. The Real
Observer an never ahieve the Clever Chinhilla's knowledge about the uni-
verse. He has no means to solve by measurements what is the whole wave
funtion of the universe. He only observes projetions (possibly very ompli-
ated ones) of the wave funtion of the universe. For a detailed disussion
about Bell's argument, one is enouraged to study referenes [23, 60℄.
However, the universe is a losed system and deoherene is an observed
phenomenon in our universe. Thus, (de)oherene should be uniquely quan-
tiable. In this paper, we present a unique way to quantify oherene. The
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growth of entropy has the same dynamial origin as deoherene. In on-
lusion, they both are equally orret desriptions, also in losed systems.
Moreover, they grasp dierent aspets of a quantum system. Coherene
as dened in this artile expands knowledge of the properties of quantum
systems beyond what is possible to obtain from entropy. First of all, oarse-
grained oherene Ξre ould be used to alulate the deoherene time of the
system. It is impossible to obtain deoherene time from entropy. Seond,
it is the quantity that restrits the observation of quantum properties of a
system more dramatially than entropy. They both give dierent kinds of
onstraints that a losed quantum system must obey. It is possible to have
two systems with equal oherene but dierent entropy, and it is also possible
to have two systems with equal entropy but dierent oherene. The latter
group of systems is very interesting for quantum mehanial engineering 
espeially for studies related to quantum omputation. Third, oherene
may be useful in quantifying entanglement. Quantum omputing still laks
a unique method to quantify the usefulness of entanglement beyond two
entangled systems. Our proposal for mutual entanglement E = Ξid − Ξre
may be worth studying in this respet.
The view, as the Real Observer inside the universe pereives it, an be
obtained by using realisti oherene and entropy, whih are eetive theory
desriptions about the knowledge of the Clever Chinhilla. Thus, the use of
redued density matries is justied. Deoherene seems to work also in prin-
iple in losed quantum systems, and onsisteny problems an be avoided
by studying deoherene of redued density matries instead of deoherent
histories.
To demonstrate the usefulness of oherene as dened in this artile, we
solved the time evolution of (realisti) oherene in the losed and nite spin
model and notied that the deay prole of oherene does not neessarily
follow the ommonly expeted exponential deay. The trivial result that the
diagonalisation of redued density matries ours in all possible basis sets
suggests that in real quantum experiments and measurements, observed
noise or measurement errors in the behaviour of highly quantum orrelated
systems may be results of a weak, unmodelled interation that auses deo-
herene. Inreased understanding on this topi may lead to better modelled
quantum measurements, better measurement tehnology and tehnial solu-
tions whih may help to keep oherent systems as oherent as possible in the
real universe.
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Figure 1: The behaviour of oherene funtion Ξ(t) in various senarios (a)
ompared with single partile orrelations z6(t) (of randomly hosen 6
th
par-
tile) and long-time utuations with system parameters N = 20, D = 1,
ǫ = 1, nρ = 1, (b) ompared with tting funtion ξ(t) with system parame-
ters N = 100, D = 1, ǫ = 1, nρ = 1, and () ompared with tting funtion
ξ(t) with system parameters N = 100, D = 3, ǫ = 1, nρ = 1. The unit of
simulation time is T = η (2nρ[m])
ǫ/D t, where t is the real time. The tting
parameters (b) td = 0.1212, C = 1.0070, c = 2.3 × 10−16, χ2 = 0.8420 and
() td = 0.1114, C = 1.8443, c = 1.5 × 10−21, χ2 = 0.0744 demonstrate
the auray of proposed oherene deay prole, and that utuations from
theory are insigniant () when D + 1 >
√
N/200 exp (ǫ/2).
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Figure 2: Expetation value of utuations (a) and average of weights (b) in
respet to dimension D and the potential term ǫ with simulation parameter
values N = 200 and nρ = 1. These plots demonstrate that the proposed o-
herene deay prole is very aurate espeially if D+1 >
√
N/200 exp (ǫ/2).
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Figure 3: An upper estimate of Poinaré reurrene times for simulation
data (gray dots) with parameters D = 1, ǫ = 1, and nρ = 1. The unit of
simulation time is T = η (nρ[m])
ǫ/D t, where t is the real time. Best t (solid
line) diers onsiderably from ∼ N ! type of behaviour (dashed line).
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Figure 4: The dependene of power parameter C on system variables N , ǫ
and D. The density is nρ = 1. The slies of parameter spae are D = 3,
ǫ = 1 (a), and N = 200 (b). For ertain parameter values (N , D, ǫ) there
exist 100 data points. It seems that there is no relation between C and the
number of partiles N (a). With small values of N , the standard deviation
of weights is greater than average of weights, whih explains deviations of
weighted average from a onstant value. With respet to dimension D and
potential parameter ǫ, the best t for power parameter C is given by the
funtion f(D, ǫ) = 1.97 (1− 0.93 exp(−0.65D1.35ǫ−1.68)) (b). Note that for
large D and ǫ, the deviation in data points gets wider.
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Figure 5: The dependene of deoherene time parameter td on system vari-
ables N , ǫ and D. The slies of parameter spae are D = 3, ǫ = 1 (a), D = 1,
ǫ = 2 (b), and N = 200 (). The density is nρ = 1 and the unit of simulation
time is [td] = η (nρ[m])
ǫ/D t, where t is the real time. For ertain parameter
values (N , D, ǫ) there exist 100 data points. A rather good approximation
of funtional behaviour of td is given by τd of equation (32). Note that for
small N (a,b), large D and ǫ (), the deviation in data points gets wider.
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